Haarp technology - When the Evil play GOD
This update has replaced the original Haarp report.
I am well aware that Haarp proper has its limits, and cite the real source I believe is used in
this report while calling it Haarp because Haarp is what people relate to (like Kleenex)
If you are a fence sitter with regard to Chem trails and weather modification, that is
understandable because "no one" has come up with "hard proof" that this is going on. But
today ought to be the day that changes, because I have cold hard proof that HAARP
technology is exactly what people say it is along with a precise technical explanation for how
Haarp technology works and this will post today.

Digital Stepping in the Aurora Borealis - Understanding the technical side of
Haarp
It is a cold hard fact that even if the entire electrical grid output was used for weather
modification, there would be insufficient power available to do much of anything. The
distances are too wide, volumes too huge, and locations in relation to a transmitter seldom
ideal. Yet weather modification is a reality. How? This article explains how it can be done,
from a scientific perspective, and also provides direct evidence from Nasa that Haarp
intensified hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Emily.
Jim Stone, Freelace Journalist, Feb 5 2012 (Extensively updated April 26 2014)
Most everyone has heard that silicon is a semiconductor. A semiconductor only permits
current flow when the conditions are correct.
In a typical silicon semiconductor, it's current flow characteristics are determined by the
addition of doping agents - these are mixed with the silicon and become part of it's molecular
matrix during the manufacturing process. The two most common doping agents are arsenic
and boron.
Doping agents cause the silicon to have an excess number of electrons in the P doped
regions, and a deficiency of electrons in the N doped regions. A small electronic charge
applied to the junction between the N and P regions will cause a cascade effect of a much
greater magnitude if a power supply voltage is applied to one side of the piece of silicon, and
a load is applied on the other side. That is what makes a transistor, the heart of a basic
amplifier.
How HAARP technology works, and a possible real reason why there are "chemtrails"
Most people do not realize this, but common air - the air we all breathe, is also a
semiconductor, and it can be made to behave just like a piece of silicon if the right doping
agents are added to it.
If you wish to modify the electrical characteristics of the atmosphere, you need to use an
aircraft to disperse the doping agents at a high altitude. If you then take a pair of huge
transmitters, such as haarp, and transmit a frequency to a specific region which is timed to

phase cancel against the opposing transmitter the frequencies they transmit will vanish and
leave a standing DC bias voltage in the atmosphere at the selected region.
This voltage is the electrical equivalent of the electronic charge applied between the N and P
regions of a silicon transistor. The chem trails are the doping agent, and the ionosphereis the
power supply.
A flow of current is then is triggered from the ionosphere to the earth below. Because the
ionosphere has virtually endless power to give, it is possible to take a transmitter pair with a
radiated power of only a couple of billion watts, and use it to trigger a cascade of trillions of
watts. That is enough to heat the atmosphere, and trigger a change of climate, storms, ect. It
is very important to make sure you do not exceed certain limits, or "clip" the atmosphere, or
you will cause a lightning bolt of a sort not ever witnessed. But if kept below certain
thresholds, a great amount of atmospheric heating can be caused and no one on the ground
would ever notice a thing.
This of course would cause very odd electrical readings in the atmosphere. So someone
should have been able to detect this, right? Nasa did. They noticed several hurricanes,
including Katrina, were not electrically normal. These were the only 3 hurricanes to ever be
that way. This could be done using the method illustrated below.
The following illustration is a drawing of how a Haarp type system could be set up to work.

Considering the precision modern weather modification systems have,
giant installations such as HAARP can't be doing it all
Now onto WHY ON EARTH American cell towers have so much juice going to them.
What if thousands of cell towers with over 50,000 watts each were used rather than a pair of
big Haarp arrays? Multiple signal source locations would allow the drawing of patterns,
patterns which many people have noticed in weather radar

How much is 50,000 watts, compared to what is really needed for cell service?
In America, computer wifi is limited to 20 milliwatts transmit power and often even with that
tiny amount you can connect from hundreds of feet away with no special antennas or
hardware. Your cell phone can transmit 300 milliwatts. That's well over 10 times the power of
wifi, and the range of your cell phone is that much better. All that is needed to make a great
cellular node is a 10 watt transmitter (to make sure it gets real good penetration into the

surrounding buildings,) and a receiver that is more sensitive than the one in your cell phone
because you are talking back with a lot less than 10 watts.
10 watts is 500 times as strong as your wireless N router that comes in perfect everywhere. A
lucky neighbor might snag your unsecured router with only 20 milliwatts of output from over a
block away with just a cheap netbook. Why then, since 10 watts will clearly do the job, are
there these ENORMOUS out in the open giant goose invading "cell towers" in America that are
obviously capable of pumping many thousands of watts?
It's because the cell towers in America have a totally different purpose than stated. Sure, the
tower does indeed accomplish the job of supporting cell phone service, but it is not needed at
all for that purpose. They are there to hide something clandestine right in the great wide open.
A reader sent the following:
"My company also erected many cell towers, and I always wondered why they had us bring so
much electrical power to these cell towers."
He NAILED IT. As a technical type, I paid attention to the cell towers, and noticed that they
always seem to have a 400KVA or bigger transformer feeding them (I was never able to get
close enough to look at the data plate but they were obviously way too large). 400KVA is
approximately 400,000 watts. And I never really thought about it, why on earth they always got
fed so much juice. Sometimes you just need to wake up and start thinking. Mexico confirms
this - many cell towers are obviously low powered, with thin wires and tiny tower mounted
amplifiers. A perfectly functional node can be fed less juice than needed by an average laptop
and run on a small solar panel. These are common in Mexico.
Another comment came in stating that American cell towers in fact only get anywhere from
twenty thousand to sixty thousand watts, complete with verified documentation that that is
"all it is". Ok, Fine then. WLS AM radio in Chicago which is well known as the GIANT clear
channel monster in America broadcasts through the night with 50,000 watts, and with a good
radio you can hear it anywhere in the world when conditions are right. To sometimes pump
even more than that into a single American neighborhood via the local tower which is serving
only a two mile area is far beyond suspicious, It is case proven. Those cell towers ARE NOT
WHAT WE HAVE BEEN TOLD and I am certain that even 60,000 watts would be a conservative
estimate for many of them.
Why pump so many watts?
The antenna arrays on the cell towers are highly directional. That's obvious. So since the
signal from them is confined to a zone, rather than going out omnidirectionally, whatever is in
that zone will get extremely high R.F. levels. Maybe you need that much for mind control, but I
seriously doubt it. With such an ability to confine the signal to within a zone, I would expect a
mind control beam to not need more than a couple thousand watts. Where is the rest of that
power going?
My guess, is Japan, Hurricane Katrina, or Chiapas Mexico. Whatever earthquake or disaster
"they" need to accomplish a political objective. And there is something you need to know
about radio wave propagation - it can be steered. So just because a cell tower appears to only
be able place all it's RF output within a confined zone, it does not mean that signal cannot be
diverted and sent elsewhere. This is because a neighboring cell tower can be synchronized in

such a way that it steers the output from surrounding towers to a new remote area. And that is
how modern Haarp technology works, BET ON IT.
American cell towers then, I believe in this order, have multiple purposes. The first is EMF
mind control. Ever wonder why on some mornings EVERYONE seems to be happy, and on
others EVERYONE seems to be grouchy? People don't just naturally fall into a mold like that,
yet you see it all the time. And you never used to. This is a new phenomenon. Back in the 70's
and 80's moods were totally random. Not anymore. There are happy days when everyone is
happy, and grouchy days and indifferent days. If you have not noticed this, start paying
attention. People's lives are random, and there should be absolutely no reason for their
moods to all be similar for any reason other than outside manipulation.
The second purpose is an occasional one - I believe that occasionally the towers will be
switched up to full output to eat a nuclear reactor in Japan via a phony earthquake scenario,
or to make good and sure a hurricane is useful for a social experiment in New Orleans. But
you cannot have them humming away at full output all the time without it becoming obvious,
so the ability is likely saved for special occasions. Furthermore, with as many as there are
around, it probably does not take more than a few percent of them at any one time to pull off
something big. And this is exactly why, as my reader also stated, "Later, the Army Corps of
Engineers would install frequency amplifiers connected with HXXrp. I believe they can control
the weather." Why, pray tell, would the Corps of Engineers show up and install something in a
"civilian" cell tower? Think about that. We all know the "elite" can trigger earthquakes. We all
know they can tweak the weather. The question is then, since there is no GIANT UFO in the
sky doing it, where is their system located?

Geometric patterns prove it has to be the Cell towers doing it.
If you set up two transmitters, their phase collision zone will happen in a straight line. But as
my reader from Brazil has stated, they had a perfectly square shaped drought area. And if you
look at the pictures of the haarp caused drought in California, that pattern happened along
two straight lines that formed an L. And then there are circles and other patterns people have
reported, and this means that the effect is not being accomplished with two transmitters, it
has to be using multiple transmitters
creating multiple collision zones to start
drawing shapes. THAT is where the cell
towers come into play.
The more signal sources you have to create
a zone, the more patterns and shapes you
can make, with each transmitter pair in
whatever Haarp grid you fire up being
responsible for their own little area. Let's
say your little grid uses a thousand cell
towers in the Houston area - this would
allow 500 different points, each getting at
least 100,000 watts of bias current each,
with a total of 50 million watts to trigger a
bigger cascade from the ionosphere. This
would be the reason for all the shapes
people see, true, there are radar errors that
can cause patterns to appear as many

meteorologists will state but that won't cause a consitent drought causing L shaped high front
off the coast of California to appear and stay put for months on end.
It is very easy to confirm that cell towers have cell service as a totally secondary purpose, just
walk up to one and see how much power it is getting fed. If there is any more there than 100
watts for amplifiers, another 200 or so for lights and I'll give them another 500 to play with just
in case there is something like a computer and monitor in a little building at the tower base, if
there is more than that present something is seriously amiss. Having large liquid cooled
transformers at every tower is a dead giveaway, the towers are NOT what we have been told
they are.
I believe what we are witnessing now - the horrible tornados and floods, is also the result of
weather modifications. I believe they want to bring untold disaster to this nation, to cause
extreme trouble before ushering in an ID system, a new currency, and global governance.

Direct environmental effects can be observed when Haarp type systems are in
use if you get lucky
Mysterious booms, powerful auroras, you
can see and hear it all if there is a break in
the clouds, or booms if they push the
system too hard. This is the reason for all
the mysterious booms peole are hearing
around the country now, google that if you
have not heard about it. And the volcanic
eruption to the left I believe was a threat
against the nation of Japan. Such pictures
are common now. But think back to when
you were a kid. We had cameras and
volcanoes then. Why did we never have
pictures like this in National Geographic in
the 60´s 70´s 80´s and 90´s? HMMMMM???
That's not special effects, that really
happened and is obvious Haarp in action.
To see more, like it CLICK HERE the elite are
OBVIOUSLY now making MANY THREATS.

AND THEY CAN, because in the words of Defense secretary William Cohen himself, dated all
the way back to 1996, Cohen himself stated:
"Others are engaging even in an eco- type of terrorism whereby they can alter the climate, set
off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic waves.

So there are plenty of ingenious minds out there that are at work finding ways in which they
can wreak terror upon other nations. It's real, and that's the reason why we have to intensify
our efforts, and that's why this is so important."
Cohen himself said this in a Pentagon press briefing in 1996. THAT means all this technology
is real. Cell towers and Haarp emit radio waves, which are just another name for
electromagnetic waves. WAKE UP PEOPLE, THERE IS NO ROOM FOR DOUBT - regardless of
the systems used, this warfare is a reality and Cohen's statement proves it. If you have any
friends who are doubters, show them this page. Don't send it via mail which will only be
censored, show them directly on their own computers.
I have observed weather modification myself.
In Vancouver BC in the winter of 2007, I personally watched the sky during extremely odd
weather at night, and through a hole in the clouds which occurred between violent downpours
saw an aurora borealis stepping up and down in discrete steps as if being digitally switched
between various intensities. I have spent plenty of time observing real auroras, and this one
obviously had a synthetic origin. It was extremely bright, the brightest I have ever seen by far,
and auroras do not just step up and down in intensity like that. They fade up and down. I even
wondered why it was in such large steps, with modern technologies it would not need to be.
Perhaps they don't care about how obvious it is, or perhaps they thought the clouds were
solid enough to hide it.
I knew when I saw this, in concert with clouds that appeared to be formed along grid lines in
symmetrical patterns that the weather in that particular case had to be man made.
As usual, if anyone can point out inaccuracies in this article, please e-mail me with
recommended changes; Weather modification is so classified that details are sparse and you
sometimes just have to guess. I hope I connected a few dots here.
Source: http://www.jimstonefreelance.com/haarp.html

